Re- Code Your Subconscious Mind
Weekly Worksheet + Journal

Daily Commitments:
Embodying Ritual
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Celebrate 5 achievements
of the week.

How did i get out of my comfort
zone this week? (New experiences

(Close your eyes, visualise,

build new neural networks in your

embody those positive emotions

subconscious blueprint).

and really feel how grateful you
are for each of your
achievements).

Tuning In (Brainwaves)
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S
2.

3.

What inspired me this week?

4.

5.

Did i experience any revelations or change of perceptions this week
and felt it on a deeper level? Were there any situations/
perceptions that i reframed this week?

Did i experience any
setbacks or blocks?

How many times did i catch my subconscious programmes
playing out - and what happened?

Reflect on your experience of installing new habits this week
and your daily commitments:
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In order to recode your subconscious mind you need to commit to
taking daily action to create new habits that will rewire your neural
networks in your brain. You can only change your unconscious
strategies by installing new ones on top by the act of repetition.
The repetition of an action imprints directly into your subconscious
mind by creating new neural pathways. It shifts your program onto

Embodying ritual : what is this?

a new track.

Embodying Ritual is an activity that you
should engage with daily because it
energetically anchors your goals into the
familiar, as if it were now. It recodes your
reality on a level outside of your everyday
awareness.

To get access to where your programming exists you need to match
the frequency through tuning in and purposefully altering your
brainwave state - this can be done through different mediums. The
Alpha frequency of our brain operates between 7- 14 Hz. You
experience this state when you are in light meditation or deep
relaxation. This frequency state is known as the gateway to our
subconscious mind. In this frequency bandwidth we can start to

It is a process in where you come into your
senses, stepping out of the analytical mind
and tapping into your emotional energy.
Similar to visualisation - you ACT AS IF you

influence our learning and memory. Theta exists between 4-7.5 HZ
and is the domain of the subconscious mind. In this space there is
immense opportunity to facilitate healing on a deeper level and
shift physical energetic structures around that form your beliefs and

have already achieved your goals.

blueprint. It is here you can tap into your intuition and connect with

You close our eyes and drop into your

your creative power.

bodies bringing your awareness to the
feeling of being connected to the goal as if

This subconscious frequency is where the mind is at its most

it were now. Running a movie that you have

impressionable. This is where you can enter information, either by

stepped into virtually, plugged into by all

saying aloud affirmations, or listening to a pre-recorded guided

your five senses.

meditation or affirmations. Just like you would enter code into a
computer, you can plug new data into your mind while you are in

(See Embodying Ritual steps included in

this state.

pack)

How to Rewire your Subconscious with Action:
For more information on
personal transformational
tools such as: Breathwork,
Binural Beats, Hypnosis and

2) Habituation

Meditation - check out our
free content section:

(Habits are formed in 21 days. Habits
thecodeofmind.com

create the structure and flow of our life

1) Tuning in (Brainwaves)
(The most direct path to the
subconscious mind is to enter the
realm in which it operates at a
particular frequency bandwidth
(Theta 4-7.5 Hz) . You can enter
this state using different tools:

and are cultivated in our subconscious
mind. The goal is to make an action shift
from conscious to unconscious meaning that we operate in this way by
default without having to consciously
think about it. New habits form new
neural networks, form new ways of
being. What you give energy to you

Hypnosis
Breathwork
Binaural beats
Meditation

create, the old habits will either fall
away or be overridden.
Meditation
Anchoring
Reframe
Embodying Ritual

Embodying Ritual
Sit or lie down in a comfortable, quiet space, with no distractions.

Steps

Choose a song (that you will use each time) that is new, not nostalgic but evokes vivid emotions and ecstatic feelings
of positivity and abundance. A song that is harmonic, energetic (preferably without lyrics) and reflects your purpose
and wildest dream and life goal. ** song needs to be at-least 3 minutes

Play your song, and close your eyes..

Deep breathe in expanding your belly- slow counts of four, and out of eight. Do this breathing set 8X.

While in this relaxed state, drop into your body, feel every cell hugging each other, feel your organs, feel your skin. feel
the clothes on your skin, feel the air on your face cold or warm...

Now you're in your senses.... I want you to step into your goal. That place where you are the best version of yourself,
cultivating all of your skills and talents, feeling connected to your purpose, contributing to the world, surrounded by
loved ones. ACT AS IF it is now. MAKE BELIEVE you are there.

Whatever your goal is - whether it be a new relationship, financial, health or any incredible vision- think and feel your
intuition to know what would have to be the very last thing in your experience to know that you have reached that
goal.

What is your evidence?
Look around in your dream which is now. Feel how real it is, and know how this person is you now... connect
energetically and smile, smile from your heart, send love from every cell of your body as you encapsulate this
experience. Visualise yourself expanding your energy outwards, breathe and give life to your vision.
What can you see?
What can you hear? Is someone talking to you, or are you saying words to yourself?
How do you feel in this moment.?
What can you touch with your hands, feet?
How does it smell in this space?

You are the best version of yourself, living at your highest potential- accomplishing your goal, your dream
materialised.
Think about how grateful you are, and how connected you feel to everything. When you feel that you've reached a
peak state of ecstasy in the now - place your right hand on your heart. Anchor in this moment.
Enjoy this space... Know that is now, that obstacles you see are just illusions. That everything is energy and anything is
possible. You are stepping into your being. You are already there. Visualise energy connecting from your heart-space,
put down anchors in this reality.

One last huge smile of love for the life you have, release your hand off your heart.

When You're ready come back into the room and open your eyes.

Subconscious
Mind
FACT CHECK
It has recorded everything since
birth, it stores all memories and
experiences in an archive. It is one
million times more powerful that
the conscious mind.

One of its main functions is to
preserve and maintain the body.
It is always awake and alert and
working to keep you safe even
while you are asleep.

It aims to keep the status quo, it will look for evidence in your reality to support its
deep seated beliefs- meaning its perceptually biased. If you have a scarcity
mindset from growing up in poverty it is highly likely you will filter through and pick
up "lack" in your life.
The subconscious wants to keep homeostasis - it is hardwired to resist change and
return to what is familiar. That is why creating lasting habits needs persistence and
comitment to bypass friction from our subconscious mind.

It has no verbal language, it is not logical but the creative
mind - communicating through dreams, and its language
The subconscious
mind learns through

is of imagery and symbolism (which is why visualisation is
so powerful).

repetition, it's built on
habituation. It has a
database of stored
pre-determined autoresponses for any
situation that you
encounter in life producing a life mostly
lived on auto-pilot.

It takes everything literally -it does not process negatives
or words such as not, can't etc... It will delete all other
information and take only the subject as truth.
For example " I am not sick" - as an affirmation: the
subconscious would just pick up the word sick. A simple
change in speech to" I am healthy" is where positive
transformation lies.
Be aware of the power of words. When we deconstruct
and make sense of our lives, we realise words (like all
things) are energy, energy cannot be created or
destroyed. This energy directly impacts our reality.
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This worksheet is focused on tracking your daily committed actions that contribute
to your reprogramming.

At the top of your worksheet there is a tick -off section so you can track the
implementation of both strategic tools each day. The journal allows you to reflect
on the proactive action you will be taking to re-code your mind throughout the
week.
Through this reflection process there are opportunities to bring any obstacles you
are experiencing (that may have previously been unconscious) into your awareness.
Once you acknowledge any obstacles and limiting beliefs, it opens doors for

Embodying Ritual

acceptance and the power to reframe them so you can move closer to your goals

The Key is to really feel the

By asking these empowering questions and making insightful and intuitive

emotions with every cell of

connections you are supporting a growth mindset. You are shifting your perception

your body, feel it coming from

to support personal transformation.

your heart centre and know in
your mind that it is the truth.
Anchor in this Ritual by

Celebrating and connecting

placing your hand on your

positive emotion with evidence

heart as you step into the

strengthens the action and anchors

sensations and experience

in the growth of your journey.

being your best self AS IF

This celebrate achievement

NOW. Believe.

section encourages you to form the
habit of acknowledging success,
and wiring into your reticular
activating system. The part of the
brain that scouts for particular

Tuning In (Brainwaves)

evidence. These achievements can

You can either use the same

anything from a small act of self

method brainwave tuning

love, to completing a project.

each day or mix up different
strategies. Have a play and
see what works for you.

What is Reframing and how can i use
it for personal growth?

Reframing is the act of changing
perception on a particular situation.
We aim to see the positive of any
situation. For example a job loss
Remember to answer these

could seem debilitating, if we

obstacle questions without

reframe it - we can see that now we

negative self- judgement. It is

are free to pursue that childhood

an awareness exercise that

dream of setting up a business or

may flare up your inner critic,
shed light on any assumptions
you have had and uncover any
limiting beliefs that have kept
you from taking actions.

taking on a new venture. Flowing into
It takes a minimum of 21 days to cement in a new

the unknown is scary but it also

habit. Use this sheet at the end of each week for

creates space for new opportunities

our recommended minimum of 6 weeks to

and growth.

experience shifts,

This repetition creates a mental association
between the situation (cue) and action (behaviour)
which means that when the cue is triggered the
behaviour is produced automatically.

By committing to your weekly journal, and ticking off
recoding action - you are stepping into your inner
power

Reflection is important,
because it allows us to be
the witness, only when we
are aware of any
unconscious programs we
are running can we take
action to work on them.

